Friends of Falungong,
I couldn't hear our MC speaking. And I'm (only) standing this far away from her. I don't know
whether you can hear me or not. Can you hear me?
These people over here should study the Fascist movement in Italy and the Fascist movement in
Germany. And they would find that their tactics are very similar. They were used by Mussolini and
Adolf Hitler. It is really frightening.
These people over here pretend to represent the youth of Hong Kong. I understand on visiting their
offices.... Apple daily has discovered, that in fact they are the “610” offices from Beijing, operating
in democratic Hong Kong. These people have no interest in Hong Kong.
I gather they are here because they are paid substantial amount of money to put on their green
shirts. By the way, Mussolini's group wore black shirts and Hitler's group wore brown shirts. I
(just) went over to see them, and they are not thinking people. They are here because they are paid
to be here by the government in Beijing.
People of Hong Kong should support Falungong to avoid the kind of evil, the kind of nonsense, the
kind of mindless blaring from megaphones that they are giving us.
Let me say very briefly something about Falungong. Falungong are practised (today) in 130
countries. In Canada, we have thousand of Falungong practitioners from all walks of life, from all
ages, and from all parts of the country. We respect Falungong in Canada.
I've been to over 50 countries in the world and Falungong are respected in all these countries where
they are. They were also respected in China. But people like these over here are doing their best to
undermine the support that you should have. Isn't that true?
David Matas and I discovered that the “610” office is responsible to the persecution of Falungong in
every part of China. We discovered that about 41,500 organs have been taken from Falungong
between 2001-2006. Ethan Gutmann in the book State Organs estimates that-- I know this is
terrible--about 60,000 Falungong practitioners have been killed for their organs between 2000 and
2008. This is a terrible crime against humanity. It is (still) going on today.
And these people have the gall to show up and denounce us! …
I am honoured to be here. I am honoured to be in Hong Kong. It is one of my favourite cities in the
world. I am proud of all of you. I am proud of all the people of Hong Kong, who know what they
stand for. And I am convinced that next year, the “610” office will remove these people, because
they know they are only hurting their vile cause.
Forgive me for going on for so long. I hope you hear something that I said.

